The Blog Rules
THE RULES: I have learned I must have rules for my blog to deal with internet trolls
and abusers of this blog’s purpose. Thus I publish my blog’s purpose and rules here.
The main focus of this blog when it was launched (and it still is) is Obama's lack of being
a U.S. Constitution Article II Section 1 "natural born Citizen" to constitutional standards,
his other eligibility issues, his criminal activities before and after he entered office, and
historical discussions of the merits or the Kerchner et al vs. Obama & Congress et al
lawsuit filed in the federal courts in Jan 2009. The case proceeded through the federal
court system with the courts hiding behind technicalities such as "standing" and without
the merits being addressed at any step along the way until it reached the U.S. Supreme
Court in Sep 2010. The U.S. Supreme Court turned it away in Nov 2010 without
comment and without addressing any of the questions in the petition or the merits of the
charges in the case. As U.S. Supreme Court Justice Thomas said once in testimony before
a congressional committee, the justices are ducking this issue.
Since 2008 other candidates of both major political parties are attempting to abrogate and
ignore the presidential eligibility clause in Article II Section 1 Clause 5 of the U.S.
Constitution. This blog is my vehicle to publish my views and writings on this ongoing
issue.
This blog does not advocate resorting to violence in order to bring about enforcement of
the U.S. Constitution. Rather, I advocate for the defense of the U.S. Constitution via use
of one's First Amendment rights, i.e., "freedom of speech, or of the press, or the right of
the people to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances", to
confront our out of control government, elected officials, the major political parties, and
the major media enablement of the ignoring of our Constitution. This blog is my vehicle
to allow me to exercise my unalienable right to speak out. Others are free to start their
own blogs to do the same.
This blog is a focused and a MODERATED blog. All comments will be screened and
moderated for relevance to my posting and compliance with the purpose of this blog and
its rules. This is my blog and is not here to promote or publish the commenter’s own
writings or materials and it is not a wide open site for comments to say anything you
want; about any thing, any person, or any subject you want; anytime you want; like one
standing on a soap box in a public square. If you want that type of free-for-all forum you
will have to go elsewhere. This blog is to publish my writings and views in defense of the
U.S. Constitution.

Keep your comments, replies, and questions in this blog's threads serious and focused on
the subject and merits of the relevant post. Unsubstantiated statements which are known
or determined to be false and misleading, or potentially misleading to others (the jury of
public opinion reading this blog) as to the true facts, and comments that are repetitive,
very lengthy, argumentative, personal ad-hominem attacks, defamatory statements, selfpromotion veiled or obvious, criticism or lobbying efforts for other attorneys and/or their
cases, blog scrolling, advertising links, inappropriate links, disinformation campaigns,
and/or off topic comments will likely not be posted.
Keep your comments SHORT and SUCCINCT. If you wish to write and publish lengthy
views or material, start you own blog. Do not try to use my blog as a vehicle to publish
and promote your writings and lengthy opinions. I also will not discuss in this public
forum any specifics as to my planned tactics or strategies. I am the Judge in this blog and
will rule on the merits, materiality, worthiness, relevance, hidden agenda laden content,
etc., of all comments. My rulings on the acceptance, rejection, trashing, or deletion of a
comment or comments are final. Please note that your comments if accepted will not
appear immediately as I have to review them first. Again, please try to stay on topic and
keep your comments and replies short. OBOT (or more recently CRUZBOT) trolls
should head to the exit door as quickly as possible. Your tired, worn out, repetitious troll
tripe and disinformation will not be posted. Thank you.

